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Learn, Network and Exchange

IMD NEXUS members have exclusive access to IMD’s Discovery Events. 
Discovery Events bring together executives from across the network for 
intensive working sessions with our world-class faculty. 

They represent an unparalleled opportunity to discover, discuss and debate 
the very latest management thinking and to come away with a renewed 
mindset and fresh ideas to implement in your business.

Many of our members position these events as an incentive program for their 
high-potential executives.

Register now 
  imd.org/nexus/de

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de


Discovery Events 2020
Overview

How to thrive in a world where everything 
can be copied
PROF. HOWARD YU

January
23 - 24
Lausanne

Driving business results from digital 
transformation
PROF. MIKE WADE

POSTPONED
Date TBC
Singapore

Leadership essentials
PROF. JENNIFER JORDAN

March
12 - 13
Lausanne

Algorithms for decision-making
PROF. ARNAUD CHEVALLIER & PROF. AMIT JOSHI

May
7 - 8
Lausanne

Cracking the China code
PROF. MARK GREEVEN

May
25 - 26
Frankfurt

Financing4impact: A primer on 
sustainable investment
PROF. VANINA FARBER

June
18 - 19
Lausanne

Leadership OS: Learn how to activate 
your operating system for success
PROF. SHLOMO BEN-HUR

September
10 - 11
Lausanne

Building and leading globally diverse teams
PROF. ALYSON MEISTER

October
1 - 2
Lausanne

Managing for a circular economy
PROF. FREDERIC DALSACE & NATALIA OLYNEC

November
5 - 6
Lausanne

Register now 
  imd.org/nexus/de

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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PROFESSOR  
HOWARD YU

January 23 - 24

How to thrive in a world where everything can 
be copied

Description

Despite patent filings, market dominance, and financial resources, copycat competition 
continues to pose an existential threat to all businesses. How can a company shield itself 
from copycats?

During this event, Professor Howard Yu will outline the findings in his recent book, Leap: 
How to thrive in a world where everything can be copied.

Professor Yu has drawn from historical narratives that span a wide range of industries, 
countries, and eras—from textiles to pianos, from pharmaceuticals to digital apps, from 
Greenville, South Carolina and New York City to Basel.

Outcomes

During this event, you will:

— Learn about the most common digital transformation mistakes and how to 
resolve them

— Be introduced to a set of tried and tested transformation frameworks that can 
be applied to your own transformation journey

— Hear about digital transformation successes and failures across industries

Target audience

For executives and decision-makers who need to respond to increasing pricing 
pressure due to copycat competition.

For managers who seek to rethink the company’s offering and reshape their 
business potential.

For individuals who want to identify the main technological shifts that will 
inevitably affect all sectors of the global economy.

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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PROFESSOR
MIKE WADE

Postponed, Date to be Confirmed

Driving business results from 
digital transformation

Description

Today, there is a great deal of hype around digital. As a consequence, many companies 
have launched digital transformation programs. Unfortunately, the results for most of 
them have been disappointing with shockingly high rates of failure.

The problem is not motivation - most executives do not need to be convinced of the need 
to transform. They feel the disruption coming from emerging digital technologies and 
business models. The problem lies with flawed execution. Unlike new digital players, 
they are encumbered with legacy assets, rigid cultures, and predefined channel rela-
tionships, all of which impede their ability to respond. 

Outcomes

This event will help traditional companies to address the digital execution chal-
lenge. It will help them to balance the need to drive value from the core business 
while at the same time explore new digitally-enabled opportunities.

During this event, you will discover:

— How to build a digital business transformation execution roadmap

— How legacy organizations have succeeded (and sometimes failed) to transform 
themselves in the face of disruptive competition

— How to balance the needs to today with the digitally-enabled opportunities of 
tomorrow

— How to think and act across the value chain, integrating elements such as: 
strategy, routes to market, organizational structure, processes, IT capabilities, 
culture, and engagement approaches with key stakeholder groups like cus-
tomers, employees, and channel partners 

Target audience

This event is targeted at any manager or executive struggling with how to respond 
to digital disruption.

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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March 12 - 13

Leadership essentials

Description

While growing in a new leadership position or facing first-time challenges to the 
context, you may feel uncertain about some aspects of it. This session focuses on 
understanding the key components which forge your leadership style:

a) How understanding your leadership style and values sets the ground for leading
others and prepares you to more effectively lead others;

b) How the combination of personality, values, and specific leadership competen-
cies allows you to translate personal leadership across contexts;

c) What the role of the leader is when it comes to creating an environment for a
team to be creative and innovative.

Outcomes

During this event, you will:

— Explore what essential leadership competencies, capabilities, and tools are 
required to become a better leader in your organization, now and beyond.

— Receive insights on how your personality, power bases, and values shape your 
leadership style. 

— Raise your self-awareness and receive leadership tools that will empower you 
to guide others more efficiently and effectively.

Target audience

For leaders who want to better understand their leadership style (via personality 
and values) and be prepared to lead in various leadership scenarios.

PROFESSOR  
JENNIFER JORDAN

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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May 7 - 8

Algorithms for decision-making

Description

We all make decisions every day, some with high stakes. Yet it’s easy to fall into 
suboptimal patterns, such as relying on intuition when we shouldn’t, using low-quality 
logic and evidence, or attempting to reduce uncertainty to such an extent that we fall 
victim to paralysis by analysis. This session offers pragmatic ways to sidestep these 
traps. 

Outcomes

Specifically, you will learn how to:

— Recognize the decisions that require a formal decision-making process.

— Follow a formal decision-making process.

— Leverage one of a few algorithms to support your process.

Target audience

For analysts who make recommendations to decision-makers, to improve the 
quality of their recommendations.

For senior decision-makers who rely on analysts, to help them request higher-
quality recommendations.

PROFESSOR
ARNAUD CHEVALLIER

PROFESSOR
AMIT JOSHI 

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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May 25 - 26

Cracking the China code

Description

China is a market full of potential but also full of mystery. Drawing on over a decade of 
experience living, working and venturing in China, this Discovery Event explores what 
you really need to know about business in, and with China. China is relevant in many 
ways: as a source of business growth, as a source of inspiration for new approaches 
and business models, and as a source of competitive threat. Regardless of your 
interest, a deeper understanding of China and its businesses is increasingly urgent.

Outcomes

During this Discovery Event we bust myths and dispel some of the more persistent 
misunderstandings of Chinese business: the good, the bad and the ugly side of China. 
In a highly interactive and engaging way, we will jointly crack the China code.

In this session, you will:

— Explore the boundary conditions for successfully competing in China

— Discover competitive practices by Chinese and foreign players in China

— Evolve your China strategy and market approach

— Understand the political sensitivities of doing business in and with China

Target audience

This event is helpful for executives of large organizations engaging with China for
business growth, as a source for inspiration or facing competitive threat.

PROFESSOR  
MARK GREEVEN

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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Description

Impact investing is a rapidly growing phenomenon as sustainable financial institutions 
and foundations seek to balance the focus on profit with environmental, social, and 
governance factors (ESG). The changes to decision-making criteria that financial 
institutions use to evaluate strategic investments are rippling throughout society, 
including in the internal funding of company initiatives.

This workshop on sustainable finance will help participants understand the role of the 
financial sector in delivering societal and environmental impact and, consequently, 
the benefits and challenges of integrating ESG issues into investment analysis/
decisions.

Outcomes

Questions that you will be able to answer by the end of the workshop include:

— Why you should take ESG issues into consideration in your corporate strategy?

— How the financial sector can deliver societal and environmental impact while 
still generating market rate returns?

— How firms can report and disclose ESG factors for investors?

— How asset managers can integrate ESG strategically?

— How impact investors can fill the private capital gap to finance the SDGs?

— How corporations can play a role in the impact investment landscape?

Target audience

For executives, board members, family offices and managers pursuing ESG 
principles to create long-term corporate value.

For asset managers, financial institutions and foundations starting the sustainable 
finance transformation journey.

PROFESSOR
VANINA FARBER

June 18 - 19

Financing4impact: A primer on sustainable 
investment

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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Description

The leadership industry has been selling simplistic one-size-fits-all capability models 
for decades. But these models cannot capture the complexities of the context within 
which leaders operate, including elements like business strategy, competitors, the 
culture of the organization, the characteristics of teams and colleagues, and cultural 
expectations of what leaders should be and do. And in addition to these challenges, 
as leaders rise to senior levels, they need to switch gears from directly driving 
results to directing and supporting others to achieve objectives. Based on years of 
original research, Shlomo Ben-Hur will controversially counter almost every existing 
leadership model and approach and show you how leadership success is not so much 
about having the right core capabilities as about creating the right environment. 

Using the analogy of a smartphone operating system (OS), you will discover a new 
way of thinking about leadership that provides a clear and practical framework that 
focuses on the impact you have. Learn to develop a Leadership OS that creates an 
environment that drives results, defines the imprint you make, and becomes the 
foundation of your legacy as a leader.

Outcomes

In this session, you will discover:

— How to diagnose the impact you have as a leader and understand the OS you create.

— How famous business and societal leaders have created effective – and 
sometimes ineffective – OSs.

— How to optimize your OS to produce the best results, get people working together 
effectively, and be a high-performing leader.

Target audience

For leaders who are interested in challenging accepted models of leadership and 
who want to learn how to be more effective leaders with maximum impact; For 
leaders and HR specialists who want to be prepared for the challenges of a more 
globalized, volatile, uncertain, and complex business landscape.

PROFESSOR  
SHLOMO BEN-HUR

September 10 - 11

Leadership OS: Learn how to activate your 
operating system for success 

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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Description

As the world becomes more connected—yet more divided—it is ever more critical for 
leaders to create team cultures in which the value of diversity can be realized. 

This session focuses on understanding the foundations of diversity and inclusion, and 
offers a practical toolset to build and lead a globally diverse team. It starts by defining 
diversity (e.g., age, gender, culture, personality, skills and abilities, etc.) and inclusion 
(e.g., trust, psychological safety, respect), and discusses why they are important 
sources of competitive advantage for teams and organizations. 

Interactive activities will help to uncover the neuro-foundations of inclusion and 
exclusion, and to unpack (and overcome) some of the barriers to fostering inclusive 
mindsets, teams, and cultures. During the session, cutting-edge business simulation 
(Bridgebuilders) will help you to build inclusive leadership skills by practicing leading 
and motivating a diverse and intercultural team.

Outcomes

By the end of this session, you will:

— Understand the benefits and detriments of diversity, and how to create an 
inclusive team culture.

— Gain practical tools and frameworks for managing and motivating a global team.

Target audience

For leaders who manage a global team or aspire to managing one.

PROFESSOR
ALYSON MEISTER

October 1 - 2

Building and leading globally diverse teams

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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November 5 - 6

Managing for a circular economy

Description

It is no longer a question of “if”, but of “when” and “how”: firms have little choice but to 
change their business models from a linear to a (more) circular economy. The way to get 
there is not obvious, however. The timing is still uncertain. The magnitude of the change 
may be underestimated, both inside the firm and by its key stakeholders (including 
customers, suppliers, and shareholders). The change will also probably require the 
development of collaborative solutions both at the industry-wide and international 
levels. Clearly, we are talking about a new, massive challenge.

This session offers an opportunity to advance your understanding of a circular economy 
and how to collaborate with firms based on an ecosystem mindset.

Outcomes

This session offers an opportunity to think about these issues in a holistic manner. 
Specifically, you will learn how to: 

— Develop a critical mass to orchestrate the corporate “circular” effort.

— Use business cases to build the momentum.

— Build an ecosystem mindset, working with NGOs, not-for-profit organizations, 
governments, and competitors.

— Think about a global roadmap for change.

Target audience

For senior executives who are thinking about shifting their firms to a (more) 
circular economy and for senior managers who want to take the lead in that 
change.

For NGO executives who wish to better understand how to collaborate with firms 
toward a common goal.

NATALIA OLYNEC

PROFESSOR
FREDERIC DALSACE

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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How to take full advantage of your IMD NEXUS 
membership:

What is IMD NEXUS

IMD NEXUS is IMD’s partnership network for continuous learning, advisory and 
impact. Aligned to the needs of each partner, together we design a unique value 
constellation to help solve your challenges of today, while having the agility to meet 
your changing needs of tomorrow.

What you get

A selection of partnership levels is available, providing access to a variety of 
services including:

— IMD’s Online and Face to Face Programs

— IMD’s Discovery Events, C-suite Roundtables and Global Network

— Exclusive access to IMD Advisory Support

— Long-term value through IMD’s Impact Suite 

— Ongoing access to IMD’s Research and Thought Leadership

Contact us to learn more about your IMD NEXUS membership and how we can help 
you address your business priorities.

Find out more on: www.imd.org/nexus

https://www.imd.org/nexus/de
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Real Learning 
Real Impact 

IMD Switzerland
Chemin de Bellerive 23 
P.O. Box 915
CH-1001 Lausanne 
Switzerland
Central tel: +41 21 618 01 11

IMD Singapore
IMD SE Asia Pte. Ltd
South Beach Tower
38 Beach Road #17-11
Singapore 189767
Central tel: +65 6715 9988

IMD and IMD INTERNATIONAL REAL LEARNING, REAL IMPACT are trademarks of IMD – International Institute of Management Development.


